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Abstract. This paper proposes a framework that automatically generates multiple log-
ical equivalences belonging to the C2LE class from a goal clause. A logical equivalence is
a mathematical formula that describes the equivalence of the declarative meaning between
two sets of atomic formulas, and is used to generate programs based on equivalent trans-
formation. In the C2LE class, all atomic formulas are mutually connected via variables.
The proposed framework consists of two functions, a generator and a filter, newly de-
fined in this paper. The generator first acquires multiple pairs of sets consisting of atomic
formulas from a goal clause, and then generates multiple logical equivalences from the ob-
tained pairs by simple formula transformation. The filter uses an instantiation check to
remove incorrect logical equivalences that do not specify equivalence between two sets
of atomic formulas. An instantiation check is an original method to determine if two
definite clauses are equivalent by specializing the targeted clauses. Experimental results
indicate that the proposed framework works efficiently to generate logical equivalences
that are useful to generate correct and efficient programs. Furthermore, we also show
that the proposed framework can generate logical equivalences that cannot be generated
using extant frameworks.
Keywords: Equivalent transformation, Logical equivalence, Goal clause, Generator,
Filter

1. Introduction. Various practical problems in numerous fields, including business and
research, use a satisfiability problem (SAT) solver [1, 2, 3] to determine answers that
completely satisfy multiple constraints. Efficient SAT solvers are generated by the user
changing or improving the solver program. This is because the efficiency of an SAT solver
is dependent on the problem being solved by the user. However, it is difficult to generate
a universal SAT solver that can solve all problems efficiently. Many SAT solvers use
the program provided by the developer, so users cannot freely change or improve the
program. To solve a variety of practical problems, an SAT solver requires flexibility to
adapt to changing problems.

For example, SAT solvers have been applied in frameworks [4, 5, 6, 7] proposed for find-
ing the optimal allocation configuration of cloud resources. These proposed frameworks
use quantitative constraints such as computational performance values and budgets as
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user requirements given to the SAT solver. However, when solving practical problems, we
also need to deal with conceptual constraints such as dependency graphs, tree diagrams,
and flowcharts. That is, there is no guarantee that all constraints required by the user will
be available in the existing SAT solver. If user requirements are simple constraints that
are easy to formulate, the existing SAT solvers can work sufficiently. However, there are
complex constraints such as service level agreements and legal/policy requirements that
are not easily determined by less skilled users. Not all constraints needed to determine the
answer are always completely given by the user. Specifically, there are situations where an
SAT solver is given an incomplete set of constraints. Therefore, we need a framework that
can generate an appropriate SAT solver by changing or improving the solver program.
An equivalent transformation (ET) [8, 9, 10, 11] provides a framework that allows users

to generate efficient solver programs. In the framework, a problem is specified using defi-
nite clauses. A program to solve the problem is a set of rewriting rules called ET rules,
each of which replaces one of the definite clauses, called a goal clause, with one or more
clauses while preserving the declarative meaning of the union of the original clause and
problem clauses. Users can dynamically improve their solver program by adding new ET
rules that are useful for finding answers efficiently during calculations. For example, the
framework proposed in [12, 13] generates ET rules based on the multi-objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA) [14, 15] evaluation results to efficiently find the optimal allocation con-
figuration of cloud resources. Thus, ET rules are important for generating SAT solvers
that can be flexibly improved in response to problems. As another framework for gener-
ating efficient SAT solvers, constraint handling rules (CHR) was proposed by Frühwirth
[16, 17]. In CHR, solver programs are generated by describing procedural knowledge using
logical formulas that describe equivalence between constraints.
This paper proposes a framework that automatically generates multiple logical equiva-

lences (LEs) belonging to the C2LE class from a goal clause. The proposed framework can
be used to generate ET rules that apply to a goal clause. An LE [18] is a mathematical
formula that describes the equivalence of the declarative meaning between two sets of
atomic formulas (atoms). The C2LE class is a new LE class defined in this paper. In the
C2LE class, all atoms are mutually connected via variables. LEs belonging to the C2LE
class help generate many ET rules needed to solve the practical problem. Moreover, there
are many ET rules that can only be generated from LEs belonging to the C2LE class.
Therefore, the C2LE class is very helpful in improving the solver program to generate
efficient SAT solvers.
Miura et al. [18] proposed a method for generating ET rules via LEs, and showed that

the LE is useful for generating various classes of ET rules. The method generates ET
rules according to the following process: (i) generate a set of LEs from a goal clause,
regardless of the correctness of the LEs; (ii) determine a set of correct LEs by removing
incorrect LEs based on proof; (iii) generate an ET rule from a correct LE guaranteed in
step (ii). A correct LE specifies equivalence between two sets of atoms; it is defined in
Section 2.3. The objective of this paper is to propose a new framework for step (i) that
automatically generates LEs belonging to the C2LE class.
Previous studies [18, 19] have proposed frameworks for steps (ii) and (iii) to prove the

correctness of LEs belonging to the ES class and generate ET rules from them. [20, 21]
have also proposed frameworks for step (i) that generate LEs belonging to the Speq and
False classes. However, LEs belonging to the C2LE class differ from those of both the
Speq and False classes. Thus, this paper proposes a new LE generation framework that
is different from that proposed in [20, 21]. LEs belonging to the C2LE, Speq, and False
classes are special formulas in the ES class. The syntax of LEs has a set of atoms on both
sides of the double-headed arrow. The left-hand side is determined from the body part
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of a goal clause, and the right-hand side is generated based on the constraint conditions
of the LE class. The right-hand side of the Speq and False classes is generated by simply
adding the specified atom. In contrast, the right-hand side of the C2LE class needs to
generate a new set of atoms based on various constraint conditions. Thus, this paper
provides a more advanced framework than those reported in previous studies.

The proposed framework consists of two functions, a generator and a filter, newly
defined in this paper. When generating LEs from a goal clause, the generator runs first,
and then the filter is applied. The generator is used to generate multiple LEs belonging
to the C2LE class from a goal clause, regardless of the correctness of the LEs. The filter
is used to remove multiple incorrect LEs that do not specify any equivalence between two
sets of atoms from the generated LEs.

The generator first selects a set E1 of atoms from the body part of a goal clause, and then
generates a different set E2 of atoms based on E1 and the constraint conditions of the C2LE
class. An LE is determined from a pair of E1 and E2 by simple formula transformation.
This approach can efficiently generate LEs used to generate ET rules applicable to a
goal clause, whereas, the filter first performs an instantiation check for an LE, and then
removes the LE if the result is false. An instantiation check is an original method to
determine if two definite clauses are equivalent by specializing the targeted clauses. The
approach can efficiently remove multiple incorrect LEs only from the generated LEs.

An instantiation check is a method for finding counter-examples of equivalence by
specializing the target; it is not a mathematical proof for a logical formula as in [22, 23,
24]. Thus, the proposed framework does not guarantee the correctness of the generated
LE. Their correctness is proven in step (ii) of ET rule generation using LE. Reducing
the number of incorrect LEs can shorten the execution time of step (ii). The proposed
framework can improve the time efficiency of ET rule generation by finding the incorrect
LEs in less time than using a mathematical proof.

This paper experimentally evaluates whether the proposed framework can generate
multiple LEs belonging to the C2LE class from a goal clause within a practical amount of
time. The experiment uses goal clauses that appear in the actual computation of problem
solving. By using the actual goal clauses, we show that the proposed framework can
generate LEs that help generate ET rules used in the actual computations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the LE class
treated in this paper and provides examples of LEs that belong to that class. Section 3
describes the generator and filter functions, which are the two components of the proposed
framework. We also explain the process of using the generator to generate LEs from a
goal clause and applying the filter to removing incorrect LEs from the generated LEs.
Section 4 illustrates LE generation from a concrete goal clause according to the steps
of the generator. This section also illustrates incorrect LE removal using a concrete LE
according to the steps of the filter. Section 5 discusses the effectiveness of LE generation
using the proposed framework based on experimental evaluation. Section 6 concludes this
paper.

2. Logical Equivalences.

2.1. Closely connected atom set. A closely connected atom set is an atom set con-
sisting of atoms that are mutually connected via variables. In ET computation, it is
important to find a closely connected atom set from the body part of a goal clause. A
closely connected atom set is given by Definition 2.3. Let A be a set of atoms.

Definition 2.1. Direct link
e1 has a direct link to e2 in A if there is a variable v such that
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1) e1 ∈ A,
2) e2 ∈ A,
3) v appears in e1,
4) v appears in e2.

In this paper, the variable v shown in Definition 2.1 is called a link variable.

Definition 2.2. Connection path
e1 has a connection path to en in A if there is a sequence of atoms [e1, e2, . . . , en] such

that for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}, ek has a direct link to ek+1 in A.

Definition 2.3. Closely connected atom set
A is a closely connected atom set if for all e1 and e2 in A, e1 has a connection path to

e2 in A.

2.2. Definition and syntax of LEs. An LE [18] describes the equivalence of the declar-
ative meaning between two sets of atoms according to first-order predicate logic [25, 26].
Various LE classes can be determined by changing the constraints of an atom set. The
LEs treated in this paper are generated using the closely connected atom set, and are said
to belong to the closely connected LE (C2LE) class. The syntax for LEs that belong to
the C2LE class is as follows:

∀v(∃v1E1 ↔ ∃v2E2), (1)

where E1 and E2 are closely connected atom sets, v1 is a set of variables that only appear
in E1, v2 is a set of variables that only appear in E2, and v is a set of variables that appear
in both E1 and E2.

2.3. Correctness of LEs. The correctness of LEs depends on the declarative meaning
of predicates. Predicates are defined by definite clauses. Given a set D of definite clauses,
M(D) is the declarative meaning of D and is defined as a minimal model of D [8]. An
LE is correct with respect to D iffM(D) is a model of the LE.

2.4. LE examples. This section gives LE examples that are written using the app and
rev predicates. The app predicate is a user-defined predicate that specifies the concate-
nation of two lists. Let us explain the app predicate using app([1, 2], [3], A). This atom
means that variable A is a concatenated list of [1, 2] and [3], that is, [1, 2, 3]. The rev
predicate is a user-defined predicate that specifies the reverse order of elements in a list.
Let us explain the rev predicate using rev([1, 2], A). This atom means that variable A is
a reverse list of the elements in [1, 2].
For example, the following LEs belong to the C2LE class.

le1 : ∀{A,B,D,E}
(
∃{C}{app(A, [B], C), app(C, [D], E)} ↔ {app(A, [B,D], E)}

)
le2 : ∀{A,B,D,E}

(
∃{C}{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} ↔ ∃{V }{app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)}

)
le3 : ∀{A,B,D}

(
∃{C}{app(A,B,C), rev(C,D)} ↔ ∃{V,W} {rev(A, V ), rev(B,W ),

app(W,V,D)}
)

In le1, E1 is {app(A, [B], C), app(C, [D], E)} and E2 is {app(A, [B,D], E)}. This LE
specifies that ∃{C}{app(A, [B], C), app(C, [D], E)} and {app(A, [B,D], E)} are equivalent
for all ground substitutions for variables A, B, D, and E.
In le2, E1 is {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} and E2 is {app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)}.

This LE specifies that ∃{C}{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} and ∃{V }{app(B, [D], V ),
app(A, V,E)} are equivalent for all ground substitutions for variables A, B, D, and E.
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In le3, E1 is {app(A,B,C), rev(C,D)} and E2 is {rev(A, V ), rev(B,W ), app(W,V,D)}.
This LE specifies that ∃{C}{app(A,B,C), rev(C,D)} and ∃{V,W}{rev(A, V ), rev(B,W ),
app(W,V,D)} are equivalent for all ground substitutions for variables A, B, and D.

3. Logical Equivalence Generation Framework.

3.1. Program synthesis and LE generation. A specification is denoted ⟨D,Q⟩, where
D is a set of definite clauses, called background knowledge, and Q is a set of queries, where
a query is a set of definite clauses. We assume that for any definite clause q appearing
in Q, any predicate appearing in the head part of q exists neither in D nor in the body
part of q. A program is a set of ET rules. Program synthesis is the process of generating
a correct and sufficiently efficient program with respect to ⟨D,Q⟩.

Using ET rules, we have a goal sequence [G1, G2, . . . , Gn], where G1 = Q, and for any
i in {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, Gi+1 is obtained from Gi using an ET rule. Any definite clause
appearing in a goal sequence is called a goal clause. For any query Q in Q, answers with
respect to Q and D are obtained from Gn. An ET rule applies to a definite clause g in Gn

and replaces g with one or more clauses while preservingM(D ∪Gn). Thus, to generate
a program, we generate ET rules that can be applied to a goal clause.

As one of the methods to generate ET rules, the LE-based method has been proposed
[18]. The LE-based method generates ET rules according to the following process: (i)
generate a set S of LEs from a goal clause g in Gn; (ii) remove incorrect LEs with respect
to D from S based on proof; (iii) generate an ET rule from a correct LE in S.

For example, let us generate an ET rule that applies to goal clause g1 using the LE-based
method. An ans atom is a special atom that represents the answer.

g1 : ans([D|F ], G,E)← app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B), rev(G,A) (2)

The underlined part of g1 is a closely connected atom set. The following LE is one of the
LEs that can be generated from g1 and belongs to the C2LE class.

∀{A,B,D,E}
(
∃{C}{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} ↔ ∃{V }{app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)}

)
Subsequently, in step (ii), the correctness of this LE is proven, but the explanation of
proof is omitted. Finally, given this LE, the following ET rule is generated.

app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), {isolated(C)} ⇒ app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)

isolated(C) is an applicable condition, which means that the variable C does not appear
in atoms other than the underlined part of g1. This ET rule can be applied to g1.

In the LE-based method, it is important to increase the LE classes that can be generated
from a goal clause. Previous studies [20, 21] have provided frameworks for generating LEs
that belong to the Speq and False classes. However, the frameworks proposed in [20, 21]
cannot generate LEs that belong to the C2LE class, which is newly defined in this paper.
The C2LE class is needed to generate several ET rules contained in a program that proves
the correctness of the specified LE [19, 21]. This paper proposes a new framework for
generating LEs that belong to the C2LE class.

3.2. Outline of LE generation framework for C2LE class. To efficiently generate
LEs belonging to the C2LE class, this paper proposes two functions, a generator and a
filter, as components of the proposed framework.

The generator is used to generate multiple useful LEs belonging to the C2LE class
from a goal clause. The C2LE class contains many LEs that help generate ET rules
needed to solve problems. However, the C2LE class also contains useless LEs, so without
guidelines to narrow the search range of LEs, the cost of generating useful LEs can be
high. To generate useful LEs at low cost, the generator focuses on the repositioning of
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the arguments that appear in a set of atoms. The generator acquires LEs, regardless of
their correctness with respect to D.
The filter is used to remove multiple incorrect LEs from a set of the generated LEs. The

correctness of LEs is proven in step (ii) of the LE-based method. As a result of the proof,
incorrect LEs are removed. However, the cost of building a computational environment for
proof is high, and the calculation to prove their correctness is time-consuming. Therefore,
it is better to reduce the number of incorrect LEs before performing step (ii). To remove
incorrect LEs at low cost, the filter uses an instantiation check. An instantiation check is
an original method to determine if two definite clauses are equivalent by specializing the
targeted clauses.
As shown in Figure 1, the generator first generates a set S of LEs from a goal clause g

in Gn; subsequently, the filter removes incorrect LEs from S. The initial state of S is an
empty set. The proposed framework allows incorrect LEs to occur in S. Incorrect LEs
that remain in S are removed based on proof in step (ii) of the LE-based method.

Input data

Output data

Input data

Output data

Goal clause !

1) Determine "! from the body part of !.

2) Generate "" based on "!.

4) Add #$ to a set %. (% & % ' (#$))

3) Generate a logical equivalence #$ from a pair of "! and "".

#$ * +#$,-#$!"! . -#$"""/

Step 1: Use the 012134563 to generate a set % of logical equivalences

Set % of logical equivalences

1) Select a logical equivalence #$ from %.

2) Perform an instantiation check for #$.

3) If the result is false, remove #$ from %. (% & % 7 (#$))

Step 2: Use the 89:513 to remove incorrect logical equivalences from a set %

Set % of checked logical equivalences

Figure 1. Process to generate a set S of checked LEs from a goal clause g

The generator creates a set S according to the following process: 1) determine E1 of
an LE from the body part of g; 2) generate E2 of the LE based on E1; 3) generate the le
defined in Formula (1) from the pair of E1 and E2; 4) add le to S.
The filter removes incorrect LEs according to the following process: 1) select le from a

set S of LEs; 2) perform an instantiation check for le; 3) if the result is false, remove le
from S.
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3.3. Generation of a set of LEs using the generator.

3.3.1. Determination of E1 in LE. The generator selects a closely connected atom set
from the body part of a goal clause g. In step (iii) of the LE-based method, the head part
of an ET rule is generated using E1 of an LE. Thus, to generate an ET rule that applies
to a goal clause g, E1 should be determined based on the body part of g.

Let K be a set of built-in predicates. Given a definite clause c, body(c) is a set of body
atoms that appear in c. Given a set A of atoms, pow(A) is the power set of A and prd(A)
is the set of all predicates that appear in A.

Given a goal clause g (∈ Gn), E1 is determined according to the following process: 1)
generate a set W from g, where W is pow(body(g)); 2) acquire a set B1 of E1 candidates
from W , where B1 ⊆ W , and for all e in B1, e is a closely connected atom set, and
prd(e) ∩K = ∅; 3) select E1 from B1.

3.3.2. Generation of E2 in LE. A huge variety of E2 can be generated based on a given
E1. Thus, guidelines are required to preferentially generate useful E2 candidates at low
cost. One method to generate useful E2 candidates is to reposition the arguments that
appear in E1. When generating some programs that prove the correctness of the LE, we
need an ET rule that changes the position of the argument. In the following ET rule, the
positions of the arguments A, [B], and [D] in the head part are changed in the body part.

app(A, [B], C), app(C, [D], E), {isolated(C)} ⇒ app([B], [D], V ), app(A, V,E)

In step (iii) of the LE-based method, the body part of an ET rule is generated using E2
of an LE.

The generator determines E2 candidates by changing the position of the arguments
appearing in E1. When generating E2, the predicate appearing in E1 is used. The argument
candidates of E2 are as follows: (a1) arguments other than the link variable that appear
in E1; (a2) concatenated lists of finite lists that appear in E1; (a3) link variables used in
E2, where any link variable does not appear in E1. The number of link variables used in
E2 depends on the number of atoms that appear in E2. If E2 consists of n atoms, then at
least n− 1 link variables are needed. For example, given {app(A, [B], C), app(C, [D], E)}
as E1, the set (a1) is {A, [B], [D], E} and the set (a2) is {[B,D], [D,B]}. Moreover, if E2
consisting of three atoms is generated, the set (a3) is {V,W}.

Given a set A of atoms, arg(A) is the set of all arguments that appear in A, var(A) is
the set of all variables that appear in A, lnv(A) is the set of variables that do not appear
in var(A), cmb(A) is the set of concatenated lists of finite lists that appear in arg(A),
and dlv(A) is the set of all link variables that appear in A. Given a set P of predicates
and a set T of arguments, atoms(P, T ) is the set of atoms that are determined using a
predicate in P and arguments in T .

Given E1 of an LE, E2 is generated according to the following process: 1) determine
a set P of predicates, where P is prd(E1); 2) determine a set T of arguments, where T
is (arg(E1) − dlv(E1)) ∪ cmb(E1) ∪ lnv(E1); 3) generate a set B2 of E2 candidates, where
for all e in B2, e is a closely connected atom set, e ⊆ atoms(P, T ), (var(e) − dlv(e)) =
(var(E1)− dlv(E1)), prd(e) = prd(E1), any v1 in (var(e)− dlv(e)) appears once in e, and
any v2 in dlv(e) appears twice in e; 4) select E2 from B2.

3.3.3. Generation of LEs using E1 and E2. The generator determines an LE from a pair
of E1 and E2 by simple formula transformation. All pairs of E1 and E2 are used, regardless
of the correctness of the LE with respect to D. As shown in Formula (1), E1 is written as
the left-hand side in the LE and E2 is written as the right-hand side in the LE. var(E1)
∩ var(E2) is a set of universally quantified variables of E1 and E2 and is written to v.
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var(E1)−v is a set of existentially quantified variables of E1 and is written to v1. var(E2)−v
is a set of existentially quantified variables of E2 and is written to v2.

3.4. Removal of incorrect LEs using the filter.

3.4.1. Generation of two definite clauses. When removing incorrect LEs from a set S using
an instantiation check, the filter first generates two definite clauses c1 and c2 from an LE,
and then performs an instantiation check for c1 and c2. c1 is defined as (H ← X1, . . . , Xn)
and c2 is defined as (H ← Y1, . . . , Ym), where H is an ans atom, Xn and Ym are atoms.
c1 and c2 can be generated from an LE by simple formula transformation.
Given le (= ∀v(∃v1E1 ↔ ∃v2E2)) in S, H = ans(v), X1, . . . , Xn = E1, and Y1, . . . , Ym =
E2. If an LE is correct with respect to D, for all ground substitutions for v, the answers
obtained from c1 are completely equal to the answers obtained from c2. In the filter, a
tag u is attached to a variable appearing in v. If a variable X appears in v, X is written
as X∼u.
For example, let us generate c1 and c2 from the following LE.

∀{A,B,D}
(
∃{C}{app(A,B,C), rev(C,D)} ↔ ∃{V,W}{rev(A, V ), rev(B,W ), app(W,V,D)}

)
Variables A, B, andD appear in v, so they are written as A∼u, B∼u, andD∼u, respectively.
Therefore, c1 and c2 are written as follows:

c1 = ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u)← app(A∼u, B∼u, C), rev(C,D∼u),

c2 = ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u)← rev(A∼u, V ), rev(B∼u,W ), app(W,V,D∼u)

An ET rule is generated from a correct LE with respect to D; thus it is required that
the correctness of the LE be guaranteed. le is correct with respect to D iffM(D∪{c1}) =
M(D ∪ {c2}). However, the computational cost required to prove this equivalence rela-
tionship is high. An instantiation check is a low-cost method for checking non-equivalence
of a relationship of c1 and c2.

3.4.2. Instantiation check. The filter removes several incorrect LEs from a set S based
on the equivalence of the relationship between two definite clauses. When checking for
non-equivalence at low cost, it is helpful to find counter-examples of equivalence by spe-
cializing the definite clauses. An instantiation check determines if a relationship between
two definite clauses c1 and c2 is equivalent by specializing c1 and c2. An instantiation
check is a more time-efficient method than proof to find many incorrect LEs, and it only
removes the incorrect LEs, not the correct LEs.
The relationship between c1 and c2 is specified as a relation atom that is defined as

relation([H|(X1, . . . , Xn)], [H|(Y1, . . . , Ym)]). Definite clause d represents that the rela-
tionship between c1 and c2 is equivalent. yes is an atom with no arguments.

d : yes← relation([H|(X1, . . . , Xn)], [H|(Y1, . . . , Ym)])

In the instantiation check, a clause set R (= {d}) consisting of d is generated, and the
state of {d} is replaced using ET rules. A ground substitution δ1 is applied to a variable
in var({H}) before replacing the clause set R using ET rules. δ1 is determined based on
the definition of predicates. δ1 specializes in one variable, not multiple variables. The
following state is obtained by applying δ1 to R.

Rδ1 = {yes← relation([Hδ1|(X1δ1, . . . , Xnδ1)], [Hδ1|(Y1δ1, . . . , Ymδ1)])}
The initial state of clause replacement using ET rules is Rδ1, and clause replacement is
repeated until there are no applicable ET rules. Clause replacement uses ET rules that
apply to a relation atom.
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As a result of clause replacement, if a relationship between c1 and c2 is equivalent on
some ground instances, then the same state is obtained from both c1 and c2. R1 and
R2 shown in Formula (3) represent that c1 and c2 are in the same state. Conversely,
if the relationship between c1 and c2 is not equivalent on some ground instances, then
different states are obtained. R3 and R4 represent that c1 and c2 are in different states.
σ is a substitution obtained by applying ET rules. δ2 is a ground substitution applied
to a variable in var({Hδ1σ}) ∩ var({H}). δ is δ1 ∪ δ2. In Formula (3), an empty list
[ ] represents an empty set, and [Hδσ] represents a singleton consisting of a unit clause
(Hδσ ←).

R1 = {yes← relation([ ], [ ])}
R2 = {yes← relation([Hδσ], [Hδσ])}
R3 = {yes← relation([Hδσ], [ ])}
R4 = {yes← relation([ ], [Hδσ])} (3)

If R1 or R2 is obtained, the instantiation check returns true, whereas if R3 or R4 is
obtained, it returns false.

If the current state of a clause set does not exist in Formula (3), then clause replacement
continues after applying a ground substitution δ2. δ2 is determined so that R3 or R4 is
obtained. This is because it uses an instantiation check to find incorrect LEs from S.

4. Example of LE Generation Using the Proposed Framework.

4.1. Generating a set of LEs from a concrete goal clause.

4.1.1. Goal clause used in this example. This example uses the following goal clause as
the input to the generator. Multiple closely connected atom sets appear in the body part
of g1. This goal clause is the same as Formula (2) shown in Section 3.1.

g1 : ans([D|F ], G,E)← app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)

4.1.2. Example of E1 determined from the specified goal clause. First, a set W is generated
from goal clause g1. W is a power set of atoms that appear in the body part of g1. The
atoms that appear in the body part of g1 are app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B), and
rev(G,A). Therefore, the following union of b1, b2, b3, and b4 is determined as a set W
generated from g1, where an empty set is removed from W . The element appearing in
b1 is a set of one atom, the element appearing in b2 is a set of two atoms, the element
appearing in b3 is a set of three atoms, and the element appearing in b4 is a set of four
atoms.

W = b1 ∪ b2 ∪ b3 ∪ b4

where b1, b2, b3, and b4 are as follows:

b1 = {{app(A,B,C)}, {app(C, [D], E)}, {rev(F,B)}, {rev(G,A)}}
b2 = {{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)}, {app(A,B,C), rev(F,B)},

{app(A,B,C), rev(G,A)}, {app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B)},
{app(C, [D], E), rev(G,A)}, {rev(F,B), rev(G,A)}}

b3 = {{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B)},
{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(G,A)},
{app(A,B,C), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)}, {app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)}}

b4 = {{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)}}
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Next, the set B1 of E1 candidates is determined from the set W . B1 is the set of all
closely connected atom sets that appear inW . Moreover, for all e in B1, built-in predicates
are not used in any atom in e. In this example, no built-in predicate occurs. Therefore,
the following set is determined as the set B1 of E1 candidates.

B1 = {{app(A,B,C), rev(G,A)}, {app(A,B,C), rev(F,B)},
{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)}, {app(A,B,C), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)},
{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(G,A)},
{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B)}}

Finally, E1 is selected from the set B1. Any element in B1 can be selected as E1. In this
example, the following atom set is selected as E1. The developed generator software will
try to generate LEs for all E1 candidates.

E1 = {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)}

4.1.3. Example of E2 generated based on the selected E1. First, a set P of predicates and a
set T of arguments are generated based on {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} selected as E1.
P is the set of all predicates that appear in E1. Therefore, P is as follows:

P = {app}
T is the set of argument candidates (a1), (a2), and (a3) defined in Section 3.3.2. The
argument candidates of (a1) are A, B, [D], and E. There are no argument candidates
of (a2) because no concatenated list is generated. The number of argument candidates
of (a3) depends on the number of atoms appearing in E2. This example assumes that
E2 is composed of two atoms. From this assumption, a variable V is determined as an
argument candidate of (a3) because it requires at least one link variable that does not
appear in E1. Therefore, T is as follows:

T = {A,B, [D], E, V }
Next, a set B2 of E2 candidates is generated using atoms determined by the sets P and T .

Moreover, for all e in B2, e is a closely connected atom set, e ⊆ atoms({app}, {A,B, [D],
E, V }), (var(e) − dlv(e)) = {A,B,D,E}, prd(e) = {app}, each of A, B, D, and E
appears once in e, and V appears twice in e. From the above assumption about the
number of atoms appearing in E2, the E2 candidate is composed of two app atoms, and is
written as follows:

{app(t1, t2, t3), app(t4, t5, t6)}
where t1, . . . , t6 are assigned arguments in T . By applying link variable V to this set of
atoms, we can obtain the following nine patterns.

{app(V, t2, t3), app(V, t5, t6)} {app(V, t2, t3), app(t4, V, t6)} {app(V, t2, t3), app(t4, t5, V )}
{app(t1, V, t3), app(V, t5, t6)} {app(t1, V, t3), app(t4, V, t6)} {app(t1, V, t3), app(t4, t5, V )}
{app(t1, t2, V ), app(V, t5, t6)} {app(t1, t2, V ), app(t4, V, t6)} {app(t1, t2, V ), app(t4, t5, V )}

The remaining arguments of each pattern are assigned A, B, [D], and E. B2 consists of
all E2 candidates that are generated by applying A, B, [D], and E to each pattern. When
the remaining arguments are assigned A, B, [D], and E, twenty four E2 candidates are
generated from each pattern. Therefore, the set B2 consists of two hundred and sixteen
E2 candidates. The details of the E2 candidates generated from each pattern are omitted.
Some of the E2 candidates generated from the underlined pattern are as follows:

{app(A,B, V ), app([D], V, E)}, {app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)}, {app(E,B, V ), app([D], V, A)},

{app(A,E, V ), app(B, V, [D])}, {app([D], E, V ), app(B, V,A)}, {app(E,A, V ), app([D], V, B)}
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Finally, E2 is selected from the set B2. Any element in B2 can be selected as E2. In this
example, the following atom set is selected as E2. The developed generator software will
generate pairs of E1 and E2 for all E2 candidates.

E2 = {app(A,B, V ), app([D], V, E)}

4.1.4. Example of LE generated using the selected E1 and E2. Let us generate an LE
using {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} as E1 and {app(A,B, V ), app([D], V, E)} as E2. E1 is
written as the left-hand side in the LE and E2 is written as the right-hand side in the LE.
The variables that appear in both E1 and E2 are A, B, D, and E, so v is {A,B,D,E}.
Variable C only appears in E1, so v1 is {C}. Variable V only appears in E2, so v2 is
{V }. Therefore, given {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} and {app(A,B, V ), app([D], V, E)},
the following LE is generated. The generated LE is added to a set S of LEs.

le4 : ∀{A,B,D,E}
(
∃{C}{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} ↔ ∃{V }{app(A,B, V ), app([D], V, E)}

)
4.2. Removing incorrect LEs using instantiation check.

4.2.1. Incorrect LE used in this example. We will use the LE le4 shown in the previous
section as the input to the filter. When performing an instantiation check for le4, definite
clauses c1 and c2 are generated from le4. This LE is not correct with respect to D. In
E1 of le4, D is the last element of list E, whereas in E2, D is the first element of list E.
Therefore, an instantiation check returns false because the relationship between c1 and c2
is not equivalent.

4.2.2. Examples of two definite clauses generated from the specified LE. First, the head
parts of definite clauses c1 and c2 are generated based on le4. Their head parts are the
same ans atom. The variables appearing in v are used as arguments for an ans atom. The
variables appearing in v of le4 are A, B, D, and E. Therefore, ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u)
is the head part of each c1 and c2. A tag u is attached to the variable appearing in v.

Next, the body parts of c1 and c2 are generated based on le4. The body part of c1 is E1
of le4, whereas the body part of c2 is E2 of le4. Therefore, c1 and c2 are written as follows:

c1 = ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u)← app(A∼u, B∼u, C), app(C, [D∼u], E∼u)

c2 = ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u)← app(A∼u, B∼u, V ), app([D∼u], V, E∼u)

Because le4 is an incorrect LE,M(D ∪ {c1}) ̸=M(D ∪ {c2}). This example shows that
the state of R4 is obtained from {d}, where d is generated from c1 and c2.

4.2.3. Instantiation check for the specified LE. First, a definite clause d is generated based
on c1 and c2. The head part of d is a yes atom, and the body part of d is a relation atom.
A relation atom specifies the relationship between c1 and c2. Therefore, d is as follows:

d : yes ← relation([ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app(A∼u, B∼u, C), app(C, [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app(A∼u, B∼u, V ), app([D∼u], V, E∼u)])

Next, a clause set R is determined. R is a singleton {d}, which is the state s1 shown in
Table 1. Subsequently, a ground substitution δ1 applied to one variable in var({ans(A∼u,
B∼u, D∼u, E∼u)}) is determined. δ1 is determined based on the definition of the app
predicate. In D, the app predicate is defined as follows:

app([ ], X,X)←
app([X|A], B, [X|C])← app(A,B,C)

From this definition, we will specialize the first argument of an app atom using δ1. The first
argument of app (A∼u, B∼u, C) and app (A∼u, B∼u, V ) is variable A∼u. We recommend
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Table 1. Process flow to obtain the state s11 (= R4) by clause replacement

State of relation atom and application of ET rules

s1: {yes← relation([ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app(A∼u, B∼u, C), app(C, [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app(A∼u, B∼u, V ), app([D∼u], V, E∼u)])}
⇓ Apply δ1 (= {A∼u/[1]}) to variable A∼u

s2: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1], B∼u, C), app(C, [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1], B∼u, V ), app([D∼u], V, E∼u)])}
⇓ Replace using r1

s3: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([ ], B∼u, X), app([1|X], [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1], B∼u, V ), app([D∼u], V, E∼u)])}
⇓ Replace using r2

s4: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1|B∼u], [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1], B∼u, V ), app([D∼u], V, E∼u)])}
⇓ Replace using r3

s5: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1|B∼u], [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([ ], B∼u, Y ), app([D∼u], [1|Y ], E∼u)])}
⇓ Replace using r4

s6: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([1|B∼u], [D∼u], E∼u)],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), app([D∼u], [1|B∼u], E∼u)])}
⇓ Replace using r3

s7: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, [D∼u|Z]), app([1|B∼u], [D∼u], [D∼u|Z])],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, [D∼u|Z]), app([ ], [1|B∼u], Z)])}
⇓ Replace using r4

s8: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, [D∼u, 1|B∼u]), app([1|B∼u], [D∼u], [D∼u, 1|B∼u])],

[ans([1], B∼u, D∼u, [D∼u, 1|B∼u])])}
⇓ Replace using r1

s9: {yes← relation([ans([1], B∼u, 1, [1, 1|B∼u]), app(B∼u, [1], [1|B∼u])],

[ans([1], B∼u, 1, [1, 1|B∼u])])}
⇓ Apply δ2 (= {B∼u/[2]}) to variable B∼u

s10: {yes← relation([ans([1], [2], 1, [1, 1, 2]), app([2], [1], [1, 2])],

[ans([1], [2], 1, [1, 1, 2])])}
⇓ Replace using r1

s11: {yes← relation([ ], [ans([1], [2], 1, [1, 1, 2])])}
∗ The state s11 is the same as R4 shown in Formula (3).

applying a finite list such as [1], [1, 2] to A∼u. This example uses {A∼u/[1]} as δ1. The
state s2 (= Rδ1) shown in Table 1 is obtained by applying δ1 to R.
Subsequently, Rδ1 is replaced using four ET rules r1, r2, r3, and r4. In Table 1, the

underlined atoms represent atoms that apply to the ET rule. These rules apply to relation
atoms. r1 and r2 are used to transform the first argument representing the state obtained
from c1, whereas r3 and r4 are used to transform the second argument representing the
state obtained from c2. In the instantiation check, c1 and c2 are replaced according to
unfolding operations [27], while preserving the declarative meaning. ET rules r1, r2, r3,
and r4 perform unfolding operations for c1 and c2 written as arguments of a relation atom.
These rules are generated from particular formulas in the general unfolding operations of
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the app predicate, and are written as follows:

r1 : relation([H|X], R), {S = [app([A|B], C,D)], subset(S,X)}
⇒ {unify(D, [A|E], F lag), replace(Flag, [H|X], S, [app(B,C,E)], L)}, relation(L,R)

r2 : relation([H|X], R), {S = [app([ ], A,B)], subset(S,X)}
⇒ {unify(A,B, F lag), replace(Flag, [H|X], S, [ ], L)}, relation(L,R)

r3 : relation(L, [H|Y ]), {S = [app([A|B], C,D)], subset(S, Y )}
⇒ {unify(D, [A|E], F lag), replace(Flag, [H|Y ], S, [app(B,C,E)], R)}, relation(L,R)

r4 : relation(L, [H|Y ]), {S = [app([ ], A,B)], subset(S, Y )}
⇒ {unify(A,B, F lag), replace(Flag, [H|Y ], S, [ ], R)}, relation(L,R)

As a result of clause replacement using r1, r2, r3, and r4, the state s9 shown in Table 1 is
obtained from s2. This state is not equal to any ofR1,R2,R3, orR4 shown in Formula (3).
Therefore, clause replacement continues after applying a ground substitution δ2. δ2 applies
to one variable in var({ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u)}) ∪ var({ans([1], B∼u, 1, [1, 1|B∼u])}).
In s9, c2 is a unit clause, so we determine δ2 so that c1 is false. We recommend applying
a finite list other than [1] to B∼u. This example uses {B∼u/[2]} as δ2 because R4 is
obtained. The state s10 shown in Table 1 is obtained by applying δ2 to s9.

The state s11 is obtained from s10 using r1. When s11 is written in the form of R4, an
atom H is ans(A∼u, B∼u, D∼u, E∼u), and substitutions δ and σ are {A∼u/[1], B∼u/[2]}
and {D∼u/1, E∼u/[1, 1, 2]}, respectively. Therefore, s11 is the same as R4.

s11 : {yes← relation([ ], [ans([1], [2], 1, [1, 1, 2])])}

R4 : {yes← relation([ ], [Hδσ])}
Consequently, the relationship between c1 and c2 is not equivalent, so false is returned
and le4 is removed from the set S of LEs.

5. Experimental Evaluation of the Proposed Framework.

5.1. Problem settings and parameters. In this experiment, we generate a set S of
LEs from the following goal clauses g1 and g2. The neq predicate is a built-in predicate
that specifies that two terms are not equal. The meanings of the app and rev predicates
are the same as those shown in Section 2.4.

g1 : ans([D|F ], G,E)← app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)

g2 : ans([C|A], D,E)← rev(A,B), app(B, [C], D), rev(D,E), neq([D|A], E)

Both g1 and g2 are obtained in the actual computation of problem solving using ET rules.
From these goal clauses, multiple correct and incorrect LEs belonging to the C2LE class
can be generated.

In Step 1 of the proposed framework, the generator uses all E1 candidates determined
from a goal clause and all E2 candidates generated based on E1. It also generates E2
candidates consisting of two or three atoms. In Step 2, when performing an instantiation
check, the filter uses the following ET rules in addition to the four ET rules shown
in Section 4.2.3. These ET rules are generated from particular formulas in the general
unfolding operations of the rev predicate.

r5 : relation([H|X], R), {S = [rev([A|B], C)], subset(S,X)}
⇒ {replace(Flag, [H|X], S, [rev(B,D), app(D, [A], C)], L)}, relation(L,R)

r6 : relation([H|X], R), {S = [rev([ ], A)], subset(S,X)}
⇒ {unify(A, [ ], F lag), replace(Flag, [H|X], S, [ ], L)}, relation(L,R)
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r7 : relation(L, [H|Y ]), {S = [rev([A|B], C)], subset(S, Y )}
⇒ {replace(Flag, [H|Y ], S, [rev(B,D), app(D, [A], C)], R)}, relation(L,R)

r8 : relation(L, [H|Y ]), {S = [rev([ ], A)], subset(S, Y )}
⇒ {unify(A, [ ], F lag), replace(Flag, [H|Y ], S, [ ], R)}, relation(L,R)

The filter also determines substitutions δ1 and δ2 from the set {[ ], [1], [1, 2]}. For ex-
ample, when determining δ1 that applies to a variable X∼u, {X∼u/[ ]}, {X∼u/[1]}, and
{X∼u/[1, 2]} are determined as δ1 candidates. Given multiple δ1 candidates, the filter
uses all δ1 candidates to generate a clause set Rδ1 for each δ1 candidate.

5.2. Experimental result. In Table 2, the values in the S size column are the numbers
of LEs appearing in S. The values in parentheses are the numbers of incorrect LEs. The
difference between the values in the S size column represents the number of incorrect
LEs removed using the filter. The values in the Time column are the average times
when executing a function five times. Plus/minus values are standard variations. The E1
candidates shown in the E1 column are as follows:

e1 : {app(A,B,C), rev(G,A)}
e2 : {app(A,B,C), rev(F,B)}
e3 : {app(A,B,C), rev(F,B), rev(G,A)}
e4 : {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)}
e5 : {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(G,A)}
e6 : {app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), rev(F,B)}
e7 : {app(B, [C], D), rev(D,E)}
e8 : {rev(A,B), app(B, [C], D)}
e9 : {rev(A,B), app(B, [C], D), rev(D,E)}

Given goal clause g1, the generator first generates a set S composed of 10,692 LEs, and
then the filter removes 10,594 incorrect LEs from S. As a result, a set S of ninety eight
checked LEs was obtained. Moreover, the filter completely removed all incorrect LEs
appearing in S. The following LE appears in a set S obtained from g1 using the generator.

∀{A,B,D,E}(∃{C}{app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E)} ↔ ∃{V }{app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)})

By selecting e4 as E1, this LE will be obtained at the seventy sixth when generating E2
consisting of two atoms. This LE is used to generate the following ET rule needed to
prove the correctness of the specified LE.

app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), {isolated(C)} ⇒ app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)

As shown in Table 2, if e4, e5, and e6 were selected as E1, no LE was generated depending
on the number of atoms in E2. For e4, the number of argument candidates was not enough
for the required number. For e5 and e6, all variables other than link variables were not
universally quantified variables.
Given goal clause g2, the generator first generates a set S composed of 1,836 LEs, and

then the filter removes 1,698 incorrect LEs from S. As a result, a set S of one hundred
and thirty eight checked LEs was obtained. Moreover, as with LE generation from g1, the
filter completely removed all incorrect LEs appearing in S. The following LE appears in
a set S obtained from g2 using the generator.

∀{B,C,E}
(
∃{D}{app(B, [C], D), rev(D,E)} ↔ ∃{V }{app([C], V, E), rev(B, V )}

)
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Table 2. Execution result of LE generation framework when giving g1 and g2

Generator Filter

Input E1 E2 S size Time (msec) S size Time (msec)

g1

e1
3 atoms 576 94,755±434 16(0) 72,953±1,221
2 atoms 36 82±1 2(0) 2,105±18

e2
3 atoms 576 96,676±426 16(0) 23,341±205
2 atoms 36 82±1 2(0) 871±10

e3
3 atoms 576 97,120±184 16(0) 103,688±2,686
2 atoms 36 92±2 2(0) 2,303±15

e4
3 atoms 0 1,542,614±19,714 No execution

2 atoms 216 860±6 4(0) 10,929±250

e5
3 atoms 4320 225,832±1,344 16(0) 851,373±4,447
2 atoms 0 167±2 No execution

e6
3 atoms 4320 225,282±1,537 24(0) 366,218±1,150
2 atoms 0 166±2 No execution

Total S size 10,692 98(0)

g2

e7
3 atoms 576 102,657±2,235 32(0) 19,241±351
2 atoms 36 85±1 4(0) 862±9

e8
3 atoms 576 100,530±657 32(0) 15,863±211
2 atoms 36 83±1 4(0) 740±12

e9
3 atoms 576 100,154±1,295 64(0) 31,943±629
2 atoms 36 93±1 2(0) 757±9

Total S size 1,836 138(0)

By selecting e7 as E1, this LE will be obtained at the twenty eighth when generating E2
consisting of two atoms. The following LE will be obtained at the three hundred and
eighty seventh when generating E2 consisting of three atoms.

∀{B,C,E}
(
∃{D}{app(B, [C], D), rev(D,E)}

↔ ∃{V,W}{app(W,V,E), rev(B, V ), rev([C],W )}
)

(4)

As with the above ET rule, the ET rules generated from these LEs are also needed to
prove the correctness of the LEs.

In this experiment, the execution time of each of the generator and filter was within
working time. However, when e4 was selected as E1, the generator took about twenty five
minutes to generate a set B2 of E2 candidates consisting of three atoms. This is because
there are numerous combinations that assign argument candidates to atoms.

5.3. Effectiveness of using the proposed framework. Previously, given a goal clause,
ET rules that can be generated from LEs belonging to the C2LE class were manually
written based on programming experience. The generator enables us to automatically
generate many LEs that belong to the C2LE class. Given an LE by the generator, an
ET rule can be generated by simple formula transformation. Therefore, the proposed
framework increases the number of ET rules that can be automatically generated from a
goal clause. For example, ET rules ra and rb are needed to prove the correctness of the
LE in Formula (4) in addition to general ET rules. The previous framework [20] generates
LEs belonging to the Speq class, so ra can be generated, but rb cannot. By using the
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proposed framework, rb can be generated.

ra : app(A, [ ], B)⇒ eq(A,B), app(A, [ ], B)

rb : app(A,B,C), app(C, [D], E), {isolated(C)} ⇒ app(B, [D], V ), app(A, V,E)

As shown in Section 3.1, the correctness of LEs is proven in step (ii) of the LE-based
method. Reducing the number of incorrect LEs from a set S shortens the execution time of
step (ii). The filter removes multiple incorrect LEs appearing in S. In the experiment, all
incorrect LEs were completely removed from S. Therefore, the proposed framework can
improve the time efficiency of ET rule generation by the LE-based method. For example,
given goal clause g1, the filter removed 10,594 incorrect LEs. In the current framework for
proof, many steps are performed manually, so it takes about ten minutes to prove an LE.
Thus, it would take more than seventy days to prove 10,594 incorrect LEs. In contrast,
the filter removes 10,594 incorrect LEs in about twenty five minutes.

6. Conclusions. This paper proposed an LE generation framework consisting of two
functions, a generator and a filter. The generator is used to generate a set S of multiple
LEs belonging to the C2LE class, regardless of the correctness of LEs with respect to D.
The filter is used to remove multiple incorrect LEs from S. Moreover, we proposed an
instantiation check to efficiently find incorrect LEs. The instantiation check determines
if two definite clauses are equivalent by specializing the targeted clauses.
In experimental evaluation, we used goal clauses that appear in the actual computation

of problem solving. From the result of the experiment, we discussed the effectiveness of
using the proposed framework for ET rule generation.
As future work, we will propose another class of LEs to help generate ET rules in order

to increase the number of ET rules generated by the LE-based method. We will also
develop application software that automatically proves the correctness of the LE.
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